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Romantic Writings is an ideal introduction to the cultural
phenomenon of Romanticism - one of the most important
European literary movements and the cradle of 'Modern'
culture. Here you will find an accessible introduction to
the well-known male Romantic writers - Blake, Wordsworth,
Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats. Alongside are chapters
dealing with poems by Charlotte Smith, Mary Robinson, Ann
Barbauld, Elizabeth Barrett Browning which challenge the
idea that these men are the only Romantic writers. As a
further counterpoint the book also includes discussion of
two German Romantic short stories by Kleist and Hoffman.
Throughout, close-reading of texts is matched by an
insistence on reading them in their historical context.
Romantic Writings offers invaluable discussions of issues
such as the notion of the Romantic artist; colonialism and
the exotic; and the particular situation of women writers
and readers.
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Provocative and penetrating, these essays attest to Mr.
Wellek’s intense concern during the past two decades with
the problems besetting the disciplines of literary theory,
criticism, and history. Each essay accordingly sets as its
goal the development of a concept that will contribute to
better understanding of the literary work. Trenchant
investigation of such significant critical concepts as
baroque, romanticism, and realism are complemented by
illuminating surveys of the current state of literary
criticism and related commentaries on contemporary literary
theory and scholarship. Concepts of Criticism constitutes a
valuable statement of Mr. Wellek’s theoretical position. A
number of the essays are published for the first time and a
bibliography of Mr. Wellek’s publications is included. René
Wellek, author of A History of Modern Criticism, 1750-1950,
is Sterling Professor of Comparative Literature at Yale.
Theory of LiteratureTheory of Literature [by] René Wellek
and Austin WarrenRené WellekBoston : Twayne
PublishersTheory of Literature [by] René Wellek and Austin
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WarrenTheory of literature; by Rene Wellek and Austin
Warren London., J. CapeEncyclopedia of Contemporary
Literary TheoryApproaches, Scholars, TermsUniversity of
Toronto Press
Theory of Literature. (Third Edition.).
Autobiographical Perspectives on the History of Comparative
Literature in the United States
Borderwork
Toward a Teaching of Literature Based on the Literary
Theory of Rene Wellek and Austin Warren
Modern Criticism
This book consists of a series of essays that all turn around
questions of the address of speech or writing. They argue and
demonstrate that meaning is not just a matter of the active intention
of a subject (for example, speaker, writer, or other signatory of a
meaningful act) but also of its reception at another's address. The
book's main concern is therefore with a theory of meaning and of
action that is not centered on the intentional, self-conscious
subject. The fifteen chapters explore this problematic within three
broad areas: love, jealousy, and sexual difference; fiction or
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literature; and political or public discourse. The book engages
principally with contemporary French thought and includes important
new readings of work by Jacques Derrida, Hélène Cixous, Maurice
Blanchot, and Jean-Luc Nancy.
The history of the most hotly debated areas of literary theory,
including structuralism and deconstruction.
The first edition, highly thought of, was out of print a few months
after its release. The second edition, with improved binding, is on
offer at the same price as the first. Rene Wellek, Emeritus Professor
of Yale University, recipient of numerous honorary doctorates
(Oxford, Harvard, Rome, Columbus and Munich) is one of the most
eminent scholars of our time, regarded by many as the greatest living
expert on literary theory and criticism, as well as a most generous
teacher. His book, Theory of Litera- ture, written in collaboration
with Austin Warren, has been trans- lated into twenty-two languages.
His innumerable publications culminate in the standart work History
of Modern Literary Criticism, of which the first four volumes have
already appeared. 77 well known international scholars, in fact his
friends, colleagues and former students have contributed the articles
to this Festschrift."
The Princeton Sourcebook in Comparative Literature
And Historical Principles of Literary History
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The Literature of Uncounted Experience
Concepts of Criticism
Literary Theory and Criticism Festschrift Presented to René Wellek in
Honor of His Eightieth Birthday: Theory
Scholars in or nearing retirement remember the rise of comparative literature in the US in the years
after World War II, illuminating how the field was based on their desire for peaceful exchange and
international understanding in the wake of war, racial and religious intolerance, persecution, and the
uprooting of populations. No subject index. Paper edition (unseen), $16.95. Annotation copyright by
Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Braced Frameworks: An Introduction to the Theory of Structures, Second Edition is a five-chapter
book that first underlines the basic concepts in braced frameworks. Braced frameworks are a
particular type of construction that has application in almost every branch of engineering. The book
also explains the statically determinate trusses and redundant trusses. Secondary stresses and the
failure of braced frameworks are also addressed. This text lastly describes the design of a braced
framework to perform certain specified functions. This book will be very useful to students engaged in
various branches of engineering since the ideas incorporated in this book are applicable to all kinds
of structural systems.
The first book to assess the impact of feminist criticism on comparative literature, Borderwork
recharts the intellectual and institutional boundaries on that discipline and calls for the
contextualization of the study of comparative literature within the areas of discourse, culture,
ideology, race, and gender.
Open Secrets
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Further Concepts of Criticism
A History of Modern Criticism 1750-1950: Volume 1, The Later Eighteenth Century
Approaches, Scholars, Terms
The Theory of Literary Criticism

Confrontations brings, together in one volume six essays by the
distinguished critic René Wellek. Five have been previously
published but are now practically unobtainable; one, "German and
English Romanticism: A Confrontation," is previously
unpublished. The books roam emphasis is on the spread of German
philosophical and critical ideas to England and the United
States. The first essay examines the differences between German
and English Romanticism. In the following essays, Professor
Wellek examines the Impact of German philosophy and literary
theory on the Ideas of Carlyle and De Quincey. In the final two
essays, he considers attitudes held by New England
Transcendentalists, especially Emerson, toward German
philosophy. Originally published in 1965. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished
backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve
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the original texts of these important books while presenting
them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of
the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the
rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
Tobin Siebers asserts that literary criticism is essentially a
form of ethics. The Ethics of Criticism investigates the moral
character of contemporary literary theory, assessing a wide
range of theoretical approaches in terms of both the ethical
presuppositions underlying the critical claims and the attitudes
fostered by the approaches. Building on analyses of the moral
legacies of Plato, Kant, Nietzsche, and Freud, Siebers
identifies the various fronts on which the concerns of critical
theory impinge on those of ethics.
Open Secrets contests the dominant influences of utilitarianism,
expressive individualism, and imperatives to self-improvement by
examining a series of texts in which "nothing happens" and
arguing that these works, far from hiding from narrative
demands, make an open secret of fulfilled experience and yield a
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revelation without insistence or rhetorical underscoring.
A Dictionary of Cultural and Critical Theory
Building a Profession
Theory of literature; by Rene Wellek and Austin Warren London.,
J. Cape
A Collection of Critical Essays
Criticism
The last half of the twentieth century has seen the emergence of literary theory as a new discipline. As
with any body of scholarship, various schools of thought exist, and sometimes conflict, within it. I.R.
Makaryk has compiled a welcome guide to the field. Accessible and jargon-free, the Encyclopedia of
Contemporary Literary Theory provides lucid, concise explanations of myriad approaches to literature
that have arisen over the past forty years. Some 170 scholars from around the world have contributed
their expertise to this volume. Their work is organized into three parts. In Part I, forty evaluative essays
examine the historical and cultural context out of which new schools of and approaches to literature
arose. The essays also discuss the uses and limitations of the various schools, and the key issues they
address. Part II focuses on individual theorists. It provides a more detailed picture of the network of
scholars not always easily pigeonholed into the categories of Part I. This second section analyses the
individual achievements, as well as the influence, of specific scholars, and places them in a larger
critical context. Part III deals with the vocabulary of literary theory. It identifies significant, complex
terms, places them in context, and explains their origins and use. Accessibility is a key feature of the
work. By avoiding jargon, providing mini-bibliographies, and cross-referencing throughout, Makaryk
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has provided an indispensable tool for literary theorists and historians and for all scholars and students
of contemporary criticism and culture.
A major reinterpretation of the development of European literary theory, this wide-ranging study offers
a new approach to ways of thinking about man's work in general. This book is a history of the idea of
convention, the roles it played in the formative stages of English and Continental literary theory and in
the development of modern thought.
Argues that contemporary critics force works of literature to fit their theories and examines the impact
of Marxism, linguistics, psychoanalysis, and structuralism on literary criticism
An Introduction to the Theory of Structures
René Wellek y Austin Warren. Theoría literaria. [Theory of Literature]....
Literary Theory and Criticism Festschrift Presented to René Wellek in Honor of His Eightieth Birthday:
Criticism
Literary Theory
Key essays on comparative literature from the eighteenth century to today As comparative literature
reshapes itself in today's globalizing age, it is essential for students and teachers to look deeply into the
discipline's history and its present possibilities. The Princeton Sourcebook in Comparative Literature is a
wide-ranging anthology of classic essays and important recent statements on the mission and methods of
comparative literary studies. This pioneering collection brings together thirty-two pieces, from
foundational statements by Herder, Madame de Staël, and Nietzsche to work by a range of the most
influential comparatists writing today, including Lawrence Venuti, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, and
Franco Moretti. Gathered here are manifestos and counterarguments, essays in definition, and debates on
method by scholars and critics from the United States, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America, giving a
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unique overview of comparative study in the words of some of its most important practitioners. With
selections extending from the beginning of comparative study through the years of intensive theoretical
inquiry and on to contemporary discussions of the world's literatures, The Princeton Sourcebook in
Comparative Literature helps readers navigate a rapidly evolving discipline in a dramatically changing
world.
The value of this readable account lies in the perspective it gives on the long process that established
modern historical sense and the understanding of literary change and development. Though not
primarily a history of English scholarship, careful attention has been given the rediscovery of early
literature, history of critical thought, and the linguistic science in the eighteenth century. Originally
published in 1941. A UNC Press Enduring Edition -- UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in
digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously
out of print. These editions are published unaltered from the original, and are presented in affordable
paperback formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.
This thesis will discuss the questions of "what shall we teach and to what end? as they relate to the field
of literature. The problem is primarily one of setting goals for the teaching of literature which are
relevant to the nature of literature itself; and secondarily, to determine practical classroom approaches to
the study of literature which logically would seem to lead toward those goals. This study is based upon
the assumption that a definite and direct relationship can be established between ideal goals and practical
methods in the teaching of literature in the English classroom. Assuming, for the sake of the discussion,
that this relationship can and does exist in a well-organized classroom, the airm of this thesis will be to
discover the means of establishing such a relationship.
Literary Theory and Criticism: Criticism
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The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism: Volume 8, From Formalism to Poststructuralism
Festschrift Presented to René Wellek in Honor of His Eightieth Birthday. Theory. Part 1
Theory of Literature [by] René Wellek and Austin Warren
The Ethics of Criticism

Vol. 2 is missing from the series.
First published in 1962, the present volume is a collection of critical essays on
selected works by Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821-1881), the famous 19th century
Russian novelist, short story writer, essayist, journalist and philosopher. Critical
evaluation of Fyodor Dostoevsky has been marked by sharp and violently bitter
extremes. René Wellek has assembled a wide spectrum of these varied critical
attitudes toward the works of the great Russian “tragedian of ideas.”
Dostoevsky’s work is seen from psychoanalytical, existential, theological, and
Marxist points of view. Professor Wellek’s introduction sketches the history of
Dostoevsky criticism and influence in all main countries—a task never before
attempted. The essays in this collection are: PHILIP RAHV—Dostoevsky in Crime
and Punishment MURRAY KRIEGER—Dostoevsky’s “Idiot”: The Curse of
Saintliness IRVING HOWE—Dostoevsky: The Politics of Salvation ELISEO
VIVAS—The Two Dimensions of Reality in The Brothers Karamazov D. H.
LAWRENCE—Preface to Dostoevsky’s “The Grand Inquisitor” SIGMUND
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FREUD—Dostoevsky and Parricide GEORG LUKÁCS—Dostoevsky DMITRI
CHIZHEVSKY—The Theme of the Double in Dostoevsky V. V.
ZENKOVSKY—Dostoevsky’s Religious and Philosophical Views DEREK
TRAVERSI—Dostoevsky
Now thoroughly updated and revised, this new edition of the highly acclaimed
dictionary provides an authoritative and accessible guide to modern ideas in the
broad interdisciplinary fields of cultural and critical theory Updated to feature over
40 new entries including pieces on Alain Badiou, Ecocriticism, Comparative
Racialization , Ordinary Language Philosophy and Criticism, and Graphic
Narrative Includes reflective, broad-ranging articles from leading theorists
including Julia Kristeva, Stanley Cavell, and Simon Critchley Features a fully
updated bibliography Wide-ranging content makes this an invaluable dictionary
for students of a diverse range of disciplines
Confrontations
The World, the Text, and the Critic
Dostoevsky
Literary Theory and Criticism
Feeling in Theory
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